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Austrian Audio Hi-X65 Professional Open-Back Over-Ear

Headphones

Named as a Finalist for NAMM TEC Award for Outstanding Technical

Achievement

Austrian Audio’s new Hi-X65 headphones for mixing and mastering have been
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announced as a finalist for the 37th Annual NAMM Technical Excellence & Creativity

(TEC) Awards in the category of Headphone/Earpiece Technology. Presented at The

NAMM Show, The NAMM TEC Awards are bestowed annually in celebration of the pro

audio community by recognizing the individuals, companies and technical

innovations behind today’s sound recordings, live performances, films, television,

video games and other media.

“Our new Hi-X65 have already gotten a lot of praise, especially from mixing and

mastering professionals for the precise and analytical sound reproduction, and we

are very happy that our ‘Made in Austria’ quality is also getting recognition from the

NAMM TEC Award,” said Perry Damiri, Chief of Marketing at Austrian Audio.

Designed as professional monitoring headphones for mixing and mastering, the

open over-ear design and the high excursion driver of the Hi-X65 ensure absolutely

transparent sound to delight sound engineers and audiophiles alike. The Hi-X (High

Excursion) technology is the key to the astonishingly detailed sound of the Hi-X65

headphones. All Austrian Audio Hi-X headphones feature a 44 mm driver and a ring

magnet system. This design allows for improved airflow and includes the strongest

magnetic field in its class, providing a more responsive impulse reaction. The result

is great bass imaging and superior low THD at low frequencies, a linear frequency

response, and open, precise, high-resolution sound that simplifies error detection

and makes mixing and mastering a pleasure. As all Austrian Audio headphones, the

Hi-X65 are extremely comfortable and durable.

The NAMM TEC Awards will be held on January 22, 2022 in Anaheim, California at

The NAMM Show, the global online gathering which unites the musical instrument,

pro audio and entertainment technology industry.

www.tecawards.org

www.austrian.audio
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